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it does not use the scripting blocks
supplied by the author, so it is not a direct
replication of the features of the scheduler.
it does support the following features:
create and remove macros dictionary of
macros apply macros remove macros run
macros in a subprocess output script as an
external script inclusion of a script in the
source script this tool will not break
anything. but it does not support some
features of the scheduler and the scripting
blocks supplied by the author, so it is not a
direct replication of the features of the
scheduler. this tool is not free software.
macro scheduler automation tool is the
kind of software which allows to automate
the whole process of setting up a code to a
new mac os device. macro scheduler
automation tool is able to help in creating
and updating the configuration files for the
new mac os device to run the desired
application. macro scheduler automation
tool comes with an installation package
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which has to be unzipped and transferred
to the destination location. this package
unzips the files that are needed for the
macro scheduler automation tool to run on
the target mac os device. macro scheduler
automation tool for mac os is available in
both the forms of a single copy and a multi
copy. a single copy of macro scheduler
automation tool is a single installation file
which can be used to install the application
on a single mac os device. this file does not
need to be transferred from one mac os
device to another. macro scheduler
automation tool for mac os is also available
as a multi copy. this file consists of a
number of installation files which have to
be transferred from one mac os device to
another. a multi copy of macro scheduler
automation tool can run on multiple mac os
devices at the same time.
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